Quantum Magic
in Artificial Crystals
Quantum physics effects not only bear witness to the exotic nature of the microworld;
they also facilitate completely new approaches, for instance in data processing.
the Max Planck Institute of Quantum Optics in Garching, is using atoms in optical
lattices to simulate quantum matter. In doing so, they have repeatedly observed
a behavior of matter that contradicts our everyday experience.
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To better understand them, the team working with Immanuel Bloch, Director at
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dense forest of coin-sized
mirrors, lenses, laser beams
and fiber-optic cables sits
on the lab bench at the Max
Planck Institute of Quantum Optics in Garching, near Munich.
It took the scientists a few years just to
set it up, and the team working with
quantum physicist Immanuel Bloch is
even running multiple such experiments. The effort has already paid off.
Bloch’s research findings usually make
it into the journals in which all scientists most want to publish: SCIENCE and
NATURE. And it’s no wonder, considering that, deep within the interior of
their experiments, in a vacuum and at
just a few billionths of a Kelvin above
absolute zero, the scientists are producing something completely novel. They
cause atoms to join to form a kind of
artificial matter. To put it another way,
model crystals are created here that
bring about phenomena that can be observed in real solids only with great difficulty, if at all.
Negative absolute temperatures are
generated, giant “super atoms” simultaneously arrange themselves into different patterns at a single location, almost as if the fundamentally different
carbon forms graphite and diamond
were to exist in a single crystal; or atoms perform a horse race of sorts,
where there are more fast runners than
medium-fast and slow runners.
The exotic nature of these phenomena is rooted in quantum mechanics,
whose sometimes seemingly bizarre
rules they obey. In the last ten years, the
physicists in Garching have learned to

Precision optics: Mirrors guide the light of the
laser (blue boxes) through numerous instruments
such as beam splitters and acousto-optical
modulators to optical fibers (blue and yellow cables).
In this way, light is produced with the frequency
and intensity required for the experiment.
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watch quantum mechanics at work, so
to speak. They observe how the individual atoms of the artificial crystal move
or arrange themselves. In the process,
they learn a lot about quantum matter,
a term that they construe as systems of
many interacting quantum particles
whose collective behavior is governed
by the laws of quantum mechanics.
This is bringing the scientists closer
to one of the visions of American physicist Richard Feynman, who, 30 years
ago, wanted to know how computers
could solve highly complex problems of
quantum physics. With conventional
computers, this is often possible only by
using models that greatly simplify reality. This significantly reduces the computing time and makes the task manageable for supercomputers. This is the case,
for example, in computing the electronic properties of a solid. These properties
determine whether and how the electrons in its interior move, and thus also
whether the solid is a conductor, a semiconductor or a superconductor.
In real solids, the movement of every single one of the myriad electrons
influences the movements of all the
others. This is similar to people in an
elevator: if, for instance, someone
standing near the back wants to get off,
then everyone else must get out of the
way. An attempt to describe the movements of the innumerable electrons in
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a material therefore results in completely unmanageable complexity. So models simplify the situation: for example,
they assume that every electron perceives the others like a static background field that represents a single,
bigger interaction partner.

A QUANTUM SIMULATOR CAN
BEAT A SUPERCOMPUTER
But this approximation is often unrealistic – and this is especially true for
technically interesting solids, such as
high-temperature superconductors.
These lose their electrical resistance at
relatively high temperatures of about
minus 130 degrees Celsius. When physicists manage to understand what happens with the system of electrons in
this transition, so it is hoped, it will be
possible to develop a superconductor
that conducts electricity without loss at
room temperature. A low-loss energy
supply system would then no longer be
just a science-fiction tale. But precisely
computing the quantum mechanical
behavior of the myriad electrons in
such a superconductor will certainly remain science fiction for the foreseeable
future. Since many approximations
would then not apply, scientists would
have to simulate how every single electron was influenced by every other
electron – under the complex rules of

quantum mechanics. Capturing this
unmanageable network of relationships for even a couple of hundred
electrons would require a supercomputer with more memory cells than
there are protons in the universe.
Feynman, famous among physicists
for his clear and understandable lectures and his bold visions, had an idea
for solving the problem. To simulate
the hard-to-observe quantum systems,
he suggested using systems that are
easier to study but that behave similarly to the model and can explain puzzling phenomena. This is comparable
to the approach aerospace engineers
employ when they want to understand
the aerodynamics of a planned aircraft.
They build a model and put it in a
wind tunnel, where they can easily
measure air flows. The analogy between the model and the larger original enables them to transfer the measurement results from one to the other.
“Quantum simulator” is the name
Feynman gave to a model of quantum
matter. Immanuel Bloch and his team
have shown that, for certain tasks, a
quantum simulator can indeed beat a
supercomputer – but more on that later. Somewhere in the depths of the forest of lenses, mirrors, optical fibers and
lasers sits the core of one experiment:
a vacuum chamber containing a socalled optical lattice.
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The optical lattice that Immanuel Bloch and his team produce with superposed laser beams resembles an egg carton because in it,
light points of varying intensity alternate periodically. The researchers trap rubidium atoms in the artificial crystal. These atoms allow
them to observe, for instance, the transition from a Bose-Einstein condensate (top right), in which the particles are distributed
randomly across the lattice, to a Mott insulator (bottom right) with regularly arranged atoms.
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The lattice, in turn, holds thousands of
rubidium atoms. “The experiment requires no maintenance,” answers Christian Groß, one of Bloch’s academic
staff, with a grin, when asked whether
one can even go anywhere near a vacuum chamber without disturbing the
complex optical setup.
Laser beams intersect in the chamber’s interior. When they superpose,
the light waves cancel each other out at
certain points, while enhancing each
other at other points, creating light and
dark regions. The rubidium atoms are
loaded into the chamber. The electromagnetic forces of the laser light subsequently draw them to the light areas –
and sometimes to the dark areas – where
they come to rest like eggs in an egg
carton. Unlike eggs, however, the atoms can hop back and forth between
the depressions of the optical egg carton, as quantum mechanics allows
them to tunnel through an energy barrier even if their energy is actually insufficient for this.
What is special here is that the atoms form a system of mutually interacting quantum particles, each of which
can be observed individually. They are
discernible because, at about 0.5 micrometers – a micrometer is a thousandth of a millimeter – the distance between the depressions of the egg carton
is around 10,000 times greater than the
distance between atoms in a solid. It is
thus a model of a crystal enlarged ten
thousandfold. By exciting the atoms to
light up, the scientists can map the entire system using a specially developed,
high-resolution optical microscope.
The fact that the atoms behave like
a system of many quantum particles despite the large distances is due to the
extremely low temperature of the atomic ensemble. According to quantum
mechanics, every particle also exhibits
the properties of a wave. The length of
this matter wave grows as the temperature drops. This causes the matter wave
to expand to such an extent that it becomes approximately as long as the distance between the atoms. When the

The heart of the experiment: In the vacuum glass cell, the physicists use rubidium atoms to
produce a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC). The atoms are trapped in the field of magnetic coils,
one of which can be seen in the lower half of the image. The researchers load the BEC into an
artificial crystal made of light – an optical lattice – for further experiments.
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vary the quantum matter as desired,
and so simulate a number of phenomena based on the complex interplay of
the particles.
But do these include phenomena
that are also found in real solids? Is the
model realistic? Together with his team
at the time, Bloch already demonstrated this more than ten years ago, as a
newly minted junior research group
leader working with Theodor W. Hänsch, who would later win a Nobel Prize,
at LMU Munich.

SNAPSHOTS FROM THE
QUANTUM PARTICLE CIRCUS
As their natural model, the team used
certain metal oxides that, in theory,
should be electrically conductive, but
that proved in experiments to be insulators. Or they transform from an insulator into an electrical conductor when
exposed to pressure. These are known
as Mott insulators, named after British
Physics Nobel laureate Sir Nevill Francis
Mott (1905–1996), who studied such
substances. The electrons in a Mott insulator repel each other so strongly that
their movement freezes; they block
each other like cars in a traffic jam.

Many physicists believe that high-temperature superconductivity originates
from an electronic Mott insulator.
At that time, Bloch and his fellow
scientists used atoms in an optical lattice to simulate the transition from a
so-called superfluid to a Mott insulator.
Superfluids occur at temperatures near
absolute zero. All atoms then transition
to the same – lowest – energy state, and
in this way, merge to form a kind of superparticle. This superparticle behaves
like a liquid with bizarre properties: it
displays absolutely no viscosity and can
therefore crawl over container walls, or
remain completely at rest when stirred
slowly. In the optical lattice, this superfluid state is realized by atoms that
jump from one lattice site to another;
none of them can be assigned to a specific lattice site, and they thus lose their
individuality.
Bloch and his team at the time reduced the tendency of the atoms to
jump between the lattice sites to such
an extent that the repulsion between
them prevailed. Suddenly, the system
took on a new order in which exactly
one atom sat at each lattice site. A similar thing happens when a metal oxide
loses its conductivity and becomes a

Temperature can also be defined by the
distribution of particles across energy states:
if the absolute temperature T is positive, then
the number n of particles having low energy E
is greater than the number of particles having
high energy (first and second column from left).
At absolute zero (zero degrees Kelvin [K]), all
particles gather in the lowest states. In the
hypothetical case of an infinitely high temperature in a system having a maximum energy,
the particles are distributed evenly across all
states (center column). In such systems having
an upper energy limit, it is possible, in principle,
to bring more particles into high-energy states
than into low-energy states (first and second
column from right). A system having a negative
absolute temperature must be understood to
be hotter than a system having an infinitely
high positive temperature, because when a
system of positive absolute temperature and
one of negative absolute temperature come
into thermal contact, heat always flows from
the system with a negative temperature to the
one with a positive temperature.
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matter waves overlap with each other,
the atoms essentially merge to form a
single quantum system.
“What is great about this model
system is that we can control nearly all
the properties of the atoms by, for instance, systematically varying the intensity of the interactions between the
atoms,” says Immanuel Bloch. This is
done simply by applying an external
magnetic field. In this way, the scientists can tune both attractive and repulsive interactions between the atoms.
This gives the quantum simulator a
sort of initial adjusting dial with which
it can essentially be programmed to a
certain extent.
The intensity of the laser beams
gives the physicists a further adjusting
dial. This one determines the depth of
the depressions of the optical egg carton. The deeper they are – in other
words, the more intense the laser beams
– the less the atoms tend to hop from
one depression to a neighboring one.
“The relationship between the
strength of the interaction and the tendency to move from depression to depression is often the all-determining
parameter in these model systems,”
says Bloch. His team can use this to
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The blue and yellow cables supply the laser light that is produced on another lab bench to the optical setup in which the actual experiment takes
place. There, it is guided through a labyrinth of mirrors, beam splitters and waveplates to the vacuum chamber with the quantum gas.

Mott insulator: the free mobility of the
electrons is frozen by the increasingly
strong repulsion between them.
Bloch’s team in Garching shot images of the atoms in the optical lattice before and after the transition. To do this,
the scientists made the individual atoms
in the crystal light up. Each atom then
acts like a little microscopic light bulb
whose light can be recorded with a microscope lens. While, in the superfluid
state, the atoms in the light crystal appear as a chaotic jumble, in the Mott insulator they are distributed completely
uniformly in the optical egg carton.
Bloch calls these images of the complex circus of quantum particles “snapshots” and recalls the words of an astonished colleague who had previously
considered photos of the positions of
individual atoms in a multi-particle system to be science fiction. “The experiment opened up a new field of research,” says Bloch proudly. “The topic
has really exploded in recent years. Numerous groups worldwide are now
working with ultracold atoms in optical lattices.”

Since then, Bloch’s team has continually increased the level of control over
the quantum system – that is, they’ve
added further adjusting dials to the
quantum simulator. By turning them,
the scientists stimulate the quantum
matter to carry out impressive feats.
Most recently, for instance, the scientists made it take on temperatures below absolute zero, at minus 273.15 degrees Celsius.

HOTTER THAN AN INFINITELY
HIGH ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE
At negative absolute temperatures, the
normal temperature distribution of the
particles is turned upside down: At positive temperatures, more particles are in
low-energy states than in higher-energy states. Only at infinitely high temperatures are the particles distributed
evenly across all energy states. At negative temperatures, in contrast, the
more energy-rich the state, the more
populated it is. Matter that has a negative absolute temperature is thus not
colder than absolute zero, but rather,

hotter than a system that has an infinitely high positive temperature. This
is also expressed in the fact that, when
a material having a positive temperature and a material having a negative
temperature come into contact, heat always flows from the system with the
negative temperature to the system
having any positive temperature.
In order for higher-energy states to
be more populated than those with
lower energy, the scientists must limit
the maximum energy of the atoms.
This isn’t possible with free particles in
space, since the kinetic energy of the atoms can take on arbitrarily large values.
It can, however, be done with atoms in
optical lattices.
By varying the intensity of the laser
light in an elaborate sequence and
switching the interaction between the
atoms from attractive to repulsive at
just the right moment, the scientists in
Garching managed to get a majority of
the atoms to gather at an upper energy
limit and also to stay there. They measured the energy distribution of the atoms and found that it corresponded to
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a negative absolute temperature of a
few billionths of a Kelvin.
But atoms in optical lattices are
suitable for more than just producing
novel states of matter. The team also
uses this platform to research how the
laws of quantum mechanics guide individual particles through the artificial
crystal. “In a real solid, it would be impossible to track the movement of individual electrons,” stresses Bloch. In
the artificial crystals, however, snapshot sequences show the movement of
the atoms as if in a film.
And a strange effect emerged when
the scientists staged a sort of race with
atoms in the optical lattice. For this,
they used further adjusting dials that
imprint parallel longitudinal tracks in
the optical lattice. In each of the tracks,
which the atoms are unable to break out
of, the physicists placed just one atom
along a starting line and let the particles
run along the tracks. The outcome surprised them: most of the atoms moved
at a particularly fast pace, while only a
few occupied the midfield and the rear.
As can easily be observed in a marathon,
on the other hand, most human runners
usually run in the middle of the pack,
with only a few running at the front and
a few bringing up the rear.
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“Our system enables the tracking of
quantum mechanical transport phenomena with great spatial and time
resolution,” says Bloch. “It is exactly
such dynamic problems that are very
difficult – if not, in many cases, impossible – to solve today even on the best
supercomputers.”

A QUANTUM PEN WRITES IN THE
ARTIFICIAL CRYSTAL
So for some problems, Feynman’s vision of a quantum simulator that beats
any supercomputer is already a reality.
And atoms in optical lattices might
even prompt a more ambitious vision:
the quantum computer. Unlike a quantum simulator that simulates certain
physical problems, this is a freely programmable computer that is usable for
different tasks – also for such everyday
problems as searching enormous databases. It uses the parallel existence of
different possibilities in quantum mechanics. This makes it possible, in principle, to simultaneously test all possible solutions to a task and thus – for
specific problems – reach the goal considerably faster than a normal computer. Different quantum systems are currently considered to be promising

candidates for a quantum computer –
ion strings, for example, or superconducting loops.
The high degree of control the
Garching-based physicists have gained
over the atoms in optical lattices makes
this system, too, a strong candidate for
a quantum computer. After all, only by
controlling the quantum system can it
be used for computing. The team in
Garching has already proved that it can
systematically write information in individual atoms with a sort of quantum
pen, and read it out again, similar to
how a memory cell in a conventional
computer is addressed. The scientists
used a laser to change the spins of certain atoms – the spin being, simply put,
the direction of rotation of an atom
around itself – from one direction to
the other.
Aside from the ability to systematically write information in the artificial
crystals, Bloch sees another reason why
the quantum gas in the optical lattice
is suited to be a quantum computer:
scalability. So far, there are merely rudimentary quantum computers that
solve trivial tasks and, for instance,
break down the number 15 into its
prime factors 5 and 3. For truly tough
nuts, for example breaking down huge
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On the trail of mysterious quantum phenomena: Immanuel Bloch, Marc Cheneau and their fellow scientists are investigating
unknown quantum phenomena with the easily observable atoms in the optical lattice.
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The script of the quantum pen: The Garching-based physicists use a laser to systematically excite individual atoms
of the quantum gas in the optical lattice in various patterns. They then make the excited atoms visible in a
high-resolution microscope.

numbers into their prime numbers as
required for encryption technology, the
computing power of the simple systems
is insufficient. To do this, a quantum
computer would have to consist of
hundreds or thousands of interconnected – entangled – particles forming
a quantum system. To date, however,
there are only systems with a few entangled particles.
Expanding these is considered to
be very difficult because, the larger the
quantum system, the harder it is to
control. It then becomes more and
more difficult to get the system to produce the quantum mechanical behavior that is required for computing.
“With ours, however, scalability is intrinsically built in,” says Bloch. The
physicists have already proved that
they can control thousands of atoms
in the optical lattice. Very many atoms
can be entangled with each other relatively easily in the optical lattice
through mutual collisions, underscores Bloch. It is thus conceivable
that the optical lattices may one day
become something like the processors
of such computers.
But that’s still a long way off – experts don’t expect to see quantum computers for several decades yet. The
short-term goal of Bloch’s team is rather to discover further new phenomena
in their artificial matter and to answer
unresolved questions of solid-state
physics and other areas of physics.
At present, the physicists are working on making the atoms in the optical
lattice even more similar to real solids.
As it happens, there is a fundamental
difference between the rubidium atoms
in the optical lattice and the electrons

in a solid. The former belong to the boson class of particles, the latter to the
fermions. Unlike bosons, fermions at
one and the same location can’t take on
the same quantum state, and therefore
behave differently in an optical lattice.
Bloch’s team is already conducting initial experiments with fermionic potassium atoms in the optical lattice. Now
they are working on taking snapshots
of this fermion system, as well.

Beyond this, the researchers want to investigate molecules in optical lattices.
Molecules that have a positive and negative electrical pole interact across several depressions in the egg carton, which
electrically neutral atoms don’t do. “We
expect this to give rise to further completely novel states of matter,” says Immanuel Bloch. So he and his team look
set to go on gaining surprising insights
into the quantum cosmos.

TO THE POINT
●

The properties of many quantum systems, such as the high-temperature superconductor, can’t be calculated with conventional computers because their capacity
is often insufficient to capture the complex interactions, for instance in solids.

●

Atoms in optical lattices serve as quantum simulators in which complex quantum
phenomena can be studied under controlled conditions, and models for real
materials can be validated.

●

Negative absolute temperatures can be realized or charge transport in solids
studied in an artificial crystal.

●

A system composed of atoms in an optical lattice is considered to be a candidate
for a universal quantum computer.

GLOSSARY
Bosons and fermions: Quantum mechanics classifies all particles, both elementary
particles, like electrons, and compound particles, such as protons and atoms, as bosons
or fermions. Bosons in a system may take on identical quantum states, while fermions
may not. They are thus treated differently for mathematical purposes.
Optical lattice: Optical lattice has various meanings in physics. Here, it refers to laser
beams that are superposed in such a way that their electromagnetic waves amplify
and diminish in a periodic pattern. At the sites with particularly high or low intensity,
atoms can be caught in microscopic, laser-tweezer-like light traps.
Entanglement: Quantum particles can be entangled with one another, for example
through special interactions among themselves or mediated by light. The particles are
then dependent on one another with respect to a given property, regardless of the spatial
distance between them. In the case of two photons that are entangled with respect to
the direction of oscillation of the light, for example, a corresponding measurement at
one of the light particles also immediately determines the direction of oscillation at the
second photon, without any signal being transmitted between the two.
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